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 Toward a Feminist Regrounding of Constitutional
 law*

 Gayle BINION, University of California , Santa Barbara

 Feminist constitutional jurisprudence has evolved through three distinct stages
 during the past two decades. The first stage, conservative feminism , sought only to
 secure gender neutrality in public policy, whereas the second stage, liberal feminism ,
 demanded scrutiny of the impacts of public policy on women as a class. In contrast,
 the third stage, or progressive feminism , has argued for the incorporation of wom-
 en's experience and values into our constitutional jurisprudence. Drawing on Gilli-
 gan's documentation of the different voice of women, it is suggested that a feminist
 regrounding of constitutional law would have significant consequences for the reso-
 lution of constitutional questions.

 In her pathbreaking book In a Different Voice, Carol Gilligan (1982)
 documented the differences between men and women (indeed even between
 boys and girls) in the ways in which they conceptualize moral dilemmas and
 seek their resolution. In rebutting the conventional wisdom suggested by
 Kohlberg and others about the lesser state of the moral development of
 women, Gilligan offered a very different appraisal of the moral voices of
 men and women. Whereas men are hierarchical, women are contextual.
 Whereas men see themselves in opposition to others, women speak of the
 web of connectedness among people. To the extent that moral reasoning is
 assumed to be measured by the ability to see values in a hierarchy, men are
 deemed to be morally more developed. The different voice , the voice of
 women, the voice of context of values has received less attention, implicitly
 less respect. To the extent that Gilligan has invited a thorough réévaluation
 of the assumptions of male-centered research and male-based definitions of
 moral development, her book has already become a classic and has encour-
 aged stimulating reassessments not only in psychology but as well in the
 other social sciences and in the study of law. Gilligan has shown us the
 significance of gender in one's sense of the social fabric; she has suggested
 the importance of integrating women's experience into our social theories
 and ethos. With respect to the study of law and legal institutions her work

 * The author thanks the Regents of the University of California for the Humanities Faculty
 Fellowship that facilitated the completion of this article.
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 208 Social Science Quarterly

 demands that we ask basic questions about how law would be different if
 women's experience were systematically incorporated into it.1
 Gilligan's work appeared at a very propitious time for feminist research

 in law. By the early 1980s legal scholars were already steeped in controversy
 about how best to operationalize the concept of equality within the Equal
 Protection and Due Process clauses of the U.S. Constitution. Debate was

 similarly strong with respect to framing and interpreting statutory provi-
 sions dèsigned to effect equality for women. In either context the concern
 was thought to be whether the law is most sexually egalitarian when it is
 facially neutral as to gender or whether some recognition of gender differ-
 ence may be necessary for sexual equality to be furthered in actuality. The
 core of the difference in approach is generally described by the somewhat
 cliché dichotomy between equality of treatment and equality of impact.

 Stages of Feminist Jurisprudence

 In the analysis which follows, I suggest that first-stage feminism is char-
 acterized by reliance on the equality-of-treatment model and second-stage
 feminism, alternatively, suggests a concern with the equality-of-impact of
 public policy. The movement from first- to second-stage feminist jurispru-
 dence reflects a broadening of perspective, and a tension over the power and
 responsibility of the judiciary to scrutinize not just the content of law but as
 well the effects of legislation. It is best seen as a disagreement between con-
 servative and liberal feminist theorists, wherein the former, as conservatives,
 oppose an active role for the judiciary in equal protection cases beyond
 reviewing the facial content of statutory law.

 The substantive schism within feminist jurisprudence is, however, far
 more pronounced in the third stage,2 and it is at this point that the signifi-
 cance of Gilligan's findings about gender difference emerges fully. What
 Gilligan's work invites us to ask and what third-stage feminist jurisprudence
 questions is whether law is not in general modeled on only male experience,
 and, therefore, whether the questions about the substance and interpreta-
 tion of law are far more fundamental than had been previously suggested
 by an equality-of-treatment-equality-of-impact dichotomy.

 First-Stage Feminist Jurisprudence . In its first stage, a conservative stage,
 American feminist jurisprudence argued for only the constitutional identity
 of women with men. Reed v. Reed (1971), Frontierro v. Richardson (1973),
 Taylor v. Louisiana (1975), Stanton v . Stanton (1975), Califano v. Westcott

 1 The discussion which follows does not assume that the characteristics of women that are

 addressed are common to all women nor associated with only women. What is apparent is
 that women, in the main , will express an orientation to morality and to human interrelatedness
 that differs from that expressed by men, in the main.

 2 Although stage one and then stage two of feminist jurisprudence preceded the development
 of stage three, all three continue as coterminous "competing" philosophies.
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 Toward a Feminist Regrounding of Constitutional Law 209

 (1979), and Orr v. Orr (1979) are but a few of the most prominent ex-
 amples of the victories for gender blindness that were accomplished before
 the U.S. Supreme Court. The controlling philosophy behind this litigation
 was that official distinctions on the basis of gender required at least an
 intermediate (if not a compelling state interest) level of scrutiny by the ju-
 diciary. Based on the model of Loving v. Virginia (1968), that distinctions
 on the basis of race were constitutionally suspect and, therefore, must be
 subjected to the strictest scrutiny, the agenda for stage one feminist litiga-
 tion was to expose sex-based criteria in public policy as equally pernicious.
 This support for "equality of treatment" was as much about the equality of
 men as it was about women. This is apparent in the fact that a majority of
 the cases on sex discrimination decided by the U.S. Supreme Court during
 the 1970s and 1980s were brought by male plaintiffs alleging that laws gov-
 erning alimony, child custody, insurance benefits, and military conscription
 were discriminatory toward them. First-stage feminist jurisprudence was,
 thus, not fundamentally about women's experience and the socio-legal val-
 ues engendered by this experience. Nor was first-stage feminist jurispru-
 dence especially sensitive to the possibility that public policy, neutral on its
 face with respect to gender, could, in its impact, discriminate against women
 and undermine the legal interests of women as a class. In its most prominent
 and effective voice it demanded only that women be treated by the system
 as indistinguishable from men, a demand common in industrialized societies
 during the past two decades.3

 Second-Stage Feminist Jurisprudence. In contrast, second stage or liberal
 feminist jurisprudence, is posited on the demand for application of stricter
 scrutiny to those public policies which, despite their facial neutrality, in
 their effects serve to discriminate against women as a group. Cases such as
 Personnel Administrator v. Feeney (1979) challenged the assumption that
 apparent gender blindness in policy necessarily reflects or furthers sexual
 equality in impact. In Feeney the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a Massachu-
 setts policy of granting lifetime employment preference to military veterans,
 despite the fact that a major impact of the policy was, and continues to be,
 the disqualification of all but 2 percent of women from governmental em-
 ployment other than secretarial jobs. The facial neutrality of the law on the
 basis of gender masked the differential experience of men and women with
 respect to the military's substantial recruitment of only the former. In sum,
 by incorporating veteran status into its employment scheme, the state of Mas-
 sachusetts had adopted the overt discrimination of the armed services. Be-
 cause the Supreme Court saw no evidence of nefarious motive in the state's
 policy, it chose to define as gender neutral a statute that was only superfi-
 cially such. Thus, what the second stage brought to the fore is the principle

 3 In Sweden, the nation with the most advanced feminist agenda, such gender neutrality has
 been a prominent feature of public policy since the mid nineteenth century (Dahl, 1987:48).
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 that the use in public policy of variables highly correlated with gender, such
 as veteran status or height and weight standards, which, in their impact,
 serve to limit options for women, particularly with respect to employment,
 are as discriminatory and as unconstitutional as is the use of gender per se.
 A majority of the U.S. Supreme Court has continued to disagree with this
 proposition.4

 Third-Stage Feminist Jurisprudence. Third-stage or progressive feminist
 jurisprudence contrasts sharply with the first and second stages in that it
 is philosophically proactive, and, while it is fundamentally concerned with
 women's rights, it is more broadly committed to integrating women into law
 generally. It is argued that women's experience, women's values, and wom-
 en's needs, to the extent that they differ from those of men, must also be
 incorporated into the ethos of public and private institutions including the
 legal system. Perhaps no constitutional litigation has made this claim more
 directly than California Federal Savings and Loan v . Guerra (1987). Cal
 Fed . raised the question of whether a state law protecting women's jobs dur-
 ing childbearing leaves violates the federal Pregnancy Discrimination Act of
 1978 which prohibits "discrimination on the basis of pregnancy." The Cali-
 fornia law requires employers either to hold a woman's job for up to four
 months of unpaid, medically necessary childbearing leave or to provide her
 with a similar position when she returns to work. While the statute covered

 . no other causes of temporary "disability," it also did not prevent employers
 from granting such leaves to other temporarily disabled workers. It should
 also be noted that, as is common in anti-discrimination legislation, the em-
 ployer is relieved of its obligation to provide childbearing leave if able to
 demonstrate a "business necessity" for doing so.

 The Cal. Fed. case highlighted a schism within the feminist community,
 politically and intellectually. First-stage feminists, treasuring gender blind-
 ness in the terms of the law, saw the California statute as constitutionally
 invalid because they view pregnancy as a surrogate variable for sex, a vari-
 able that should never be used in public policy. Their concern was that al-
 lowing governments to use pregnancy in a so-called benign manner simply
 reinforces the power of governments to use the classification in the man-
 ner traditionally used, that is, to disadvantage women. The precedents of
 Geduldig v. Aiello (1974) and General Electric v. Gilbert (1976), the for-
 mer still good constitutional law, were very recent evidence in support of
 this concern.

 4 While the U.S. Supreme Court has, on occasion, assessed the impact of policies on men and
 women or blacks and whites when applying civil rights statutes (see, for example, Griggs v.
 Duke Power [1971] and Dothard v. Rawlinson [1977]), it has declined to find constitutional
 violations of equal protection in unequal effects of laws. Personnel Administrator v. Feeney
 (1979), requiring a showing of a nefarious governmental intent to invalidate a facially neutral
 law, remains good constitutional law.
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 In contrast with the concern that pregnancy is itself a sex-based classifi-
 cation, third-stage feminists, supportive of the California statute, assessed
 the law in terms of its incorporation of women's experience. The workplace,
 they noted, is organized around the male reproductive model; if women's
 reproductive experience were integrated, pregnancy leave would be con-
 sidered "natural," and not "special treatment." While they too were severe
 critics of Geduldig and Gilbert , it was not because of their legitimation of
 pregnancy as a consideration in public policy; it was because of the use
 of pregnancy in a gender-biased manner which deprived pregnant women
 of the benefits of employment enjoyed by other workers.

 In sum, third-stage American feminist jurisprudence, stressing that wom-
 en's experience be integrated into law, was furthered in Cal. Fed . In uphold-
 ing the statute, the high court advanced sexual equality by specifically vali-
 dating women's experience and by lessening a barrier to the full integration
 of women into the labor force. Cal. Fed. aside, what has been taken for
 granted in western industrialized societies, that women as workers and
 mothers may legitimately demand both jobs and the time necessary for
 childbearing, has been considered largely alien to American constitutional
 jurisprudence.5

 In addition to arguing for incorporating into our laws, including our con-
 stitutional exegesis, the experience, the rights, and the needs of women as a
 group, third-stage feminist jurisprudence also provides a framework of val-
 ues and principles from women's experience that may transform our think-
 ing about constitutional law more generally. This potential transformation
 would extend well beyond the jurisprudence of sexual equality per se to
 many other kinds of constitutional rights issues and cases, directly affecting
 both men and women.

 The Contours of a Feminist Constitutional Analysis

 While there is a debate about whether feminist principles can simply be
 incorporated into or grafted onto the constitutional system (see Scales
 [1986:1381] criticizing Karst [1984:484, 494-95], and see Thornton
 [1986: 16]), a developing school of thought suggests that our approach to
 and understanding of constitutional principles might be quite different if

 5 The contrast between the United States and Scandinavian countries is especially stark. In
 Norway, since 1966, women have been paid their full wage for 18 weeks for childbearing
 (Dahl, 1987: 122) and Sweden has recently expanded such leaves for mothers and fathers to
 nearly full pay for up to (a combined) period of one year. In the United States not only are such
 paid leaves virtually unknown in most lines of employment, they are also not deemed to be the
 responsibility of government. The Family and Medical Leave Act, vetoed by President Bush
 on 29 June 1990, would have mandated only unpaid leaves of up to three months for, inter
 alia , the birth of a child, and would have covered only the nation's largest employers ( "Bush
 Vetoes," 1990:9).
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 women's experience and feminist values were a part of the interpretive en-
 terprise (Karst, 1984; Scales, 1986; Schneider, 1986; West, 1988; Sherry,
 1986; Eisenstein, 1988).
 The civil and criminal law have already been challenged by scholarship

 suggesting how the integration of the experience and values of women's lives
 would alter, indeed in some areas revolutionize, American law. West, in her
 provocative and inspiring work, "Jurisprudence and Gender," argued effec-
 tively that the harm of invasion (in rape or unwanted pregnancy), unrecog-
 nized as itself a harm in American civil or criminal law, would be a given
 in a woman-based legal system (West, 1988:59-61). Similarly, Schneider
 (1986 : 606-7) has suggested how the law of self-defense, which limits one's
 use of force to that which is "equal to" the force of the assailant, ignores
 women's subjective experience. In recounting her experience in a successful
 appeal in State v . Wanrow, Schneider (1986:606-7) demonstrated the im-
 portance of integrating into the legal system the experience of women, in
 this case the fear, for herself and her children, on the part of a native Ameri-
 can woman 5 '4" tall, with a cast on her leg, when accosted by an inebriated
 white man 6' 2" tall, who had allegedly tried to molest one of her children
 on a previous occasion. Wanrow's conviction for murder was overturned on
 appeal by the supreme court of the state of Washington because of the re-
 strictive nature of the instructions to the jury in this regard (88 Wash. 2d
 221 [1977], cited in Schneider [1986:606] ). Indeed, but well beyond the
 scope of this paper, it may be argued that these feminist critiques of Ameri-
 can law are exceptionally restrained in that they do not maintain that law,
 as an institution, is itself unreformably male and thus not possible to trans-
 form. The proponents of this more radical view cite the hierarchical and
 adversarial quality of American law as itself inimical to women's experience
 which values context and connectedness.

 Recasting Rights Analysis

 The more limited focus of this paper is, however, on how constitutional
 jurisprudence would be altered by the integration of women's experience. It
 is suggestive rather than comprehensive and is limited to constitutional rights
 analysis. Despite the limitations of hierarchy and adversarial process there
 are several observations that may be made about the effects of integrating
 women's experience in constitutional analysis. This undertaking might well
 entail a recasting of rights analysis to (1) reassess the origins of rights,
 (2) redefine liberty as more than an immunity from government, (3) recon-
 sider the "state action" and "intent" requirements in defining abridgements
 of constitutional rights, and (4) reconceptualize the nature of "community."

 There has been the suggestion that feminists eschew rights analysis (Sherry,
 1986:582, 604; Schneider, 1986:593-97). The skepticism tends to reflect
 the dichotomous quality of rights analysis: individual versus state, rights
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 versus power. It also reflects the static quality of such analyses as well as the
 essential statism which promotes the notion that only government can pro-
 tect us (Schneider, 1986:596-97). More empirical and less philosophical is
 the observation that perhaps women are more inclined to this view of rights
 analysis, than are men, because women tend to think in terms of "respon-
 sibilities" rather than "rights" (Gilligan, 1982:54), "rights" are generally
 operationalized in adversarial or male terms (Gilligan, 1982:8), and rights
 speak to separatedness, not connectedness. Nevertheless, I would suggest
 that feminist jurisprudence directs us not to a rejection of rights analysis but
 rather a recasting of our understanding of constitutional rights. The chal-
 lenge for feminist thought is thus to reground concepts of law and of rights
 to empower women's experience and to integrate feminist values: connect-
 edness, caring, and responsibility for the social fabric.

 Origins of Rights. Feminist jurisprudence, like feminist theory more gen-
 erally, looks to concrete experience, and not abstract theory, as the source
 of values. In a substantial sense feminism is more anthropological than it is
 philosophical. In this vein, a constitutional rights analysis from a feminist
 perspective would reject such abstract foundations for "liberty" as social
 contract theory (but see Allen [1987:488-89]). Where social contract
 theorists argue from the abstraction of what reasonable men would do and
 to what conditions of civilization they would assent, feminism rejects ap-
 peals to theoretical presumptions about human nature. No one has ever
 lived in a state of nature and, therefore, despite the philosophical eloquence
 of Hobbes, Locke, or Rousseau or their more modern disciples, the enter-
 prise of constructing such an abstraction may be largely irrelevant to human
 experience. For feminists, therefore, social contract theory, and its rejection
 of human interconnectedness, cannot provide useful guidance to understand-
 ing social organization and the appropriate definitions of rights therein.

 To offer this observation is not to suggest that feminist jurisprudence lacks
 theoretical foundations. Arguments from empirical observation are not nec-
 essarily by their nature atheoretical. In this respect, feminist jurisprudence
 of the third stage is not unlike legal realism of the 1930s or critical legal
 studies of the 1970s and 1980s. In fact, it might well be argued that feminist
 jurisprudence melds elements of the two. Each of these approaches to un-
 derstanding law asks us to look not to professed principles of society to
 understand its values but rather to its experience. Each offers little support
 for the assumptions of objectivity, neutrality, and rationality in the law. For
 the exponents of critical legal studies this means attention to socioeconomic
 power. For the legal realists it suggests only that law may be molded by
 events so mundane and idiosyncratic as what a judge has had for breakfast.
 For third-stage feminists, collective experience is reinforced by the personal;
 the values of women as a group emerge from our collective and individual
 experience. Seen in this light, feminist jurisprudence is certainly not alone in
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 the twentieth century in its rejection of abstract reasoning as the foundation
 for a public, legal morality.6

 Liberty as Immunity from Government. In addition to its rejection of
 social contract theory and other rationalist abstractions as sources of law,
 feminist jurisprudence also departs from traditional liberalism in rejecting
 the proposition that liberty is inversely related to the exercise of govern-
 mental power. Liberty is perhaps meaningfully defined as immunity from
 government if one is either possessed of power over others or is so self-
 sufficient that others cannot acquire power over her/him. Women's experi-
 ence of relative powerlessness vis-à-vis the environment in which we live
 suggests that this popular notion of liberty is either insufficient or seriously
 flawed.

 When government does not act in areas where other social power ex-
 ists over individuals (economic, psychological, physical, medical, and so
 forth), the only liberty to be enhanced is the liberty of the powerful.
 The insights of feminism are not in this context unique. People of color
 were not served by the liberty that existed before the advent of open accom-
 modations laws. Workers were not more "free" before we had minimum

 wage and occupational health and safety statutes. Similarly, women who
 live in abusive family relations or who are entirely dependent financially on
 a father or husband do not experience liberty when the governmental sys-
 tem defines family as entirely private and therefore not reachable for crimi-
 nal law enforcement or economic regulation. (See Polan, 1982:298.) In
 sum, while a feminist jurisprudence is capable of concluding that a mean-
 ingful concept of liberty may be furthered in some, perhaps many, contexts
 by an absence of public regulation, such jurisprudence would question
 whether the definition of liberty as immunity from government control is
 sufficient.

 The State Action and Intent Requirements Reconsidered. Karst (1984:
 488, 491) suggested in his application of Gilligan's findings to constitu-
 tional exegesis that a feminist approach to constitutional law would ren-
 der the intent rule in cases on governmental discrimination irrelevant and
 would also significantly modify the requirement of demonstrating state
 action in cases in which equality of citizenship is at issue. While I share
 Karst's view of these issues as feminist issues (see Binion, 1984, 1987) I
 would take his analysis further. The web of relationships as a commu-
 nity that is perceived by women, as well as the duty of care with respect
 to that web (Gilligan, 1982:8), is only partially operationalized in Karst's
 analysis with respect to equality of citizenship . The perception of the

 6Exponents of Critical Legal Studies such as Kennedy (1976 : 1774) and West (1988 : 12), the
 latter a feminist as well, stress the web of connectedness as a human value, ignored by liberal
 legalism. However, see also West's critique of the differences between Critical Legal Studies and
 feminism and their "unofficial stories" (West, 1988:37-41). See also Cole (1985:81-91).
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 web and of the duty of care would more generally support the princi-
 ple that those who are in a position to help others have a duty to help
 (Gilligan, 1982:54). This has serious implications for both the intent rule
 and the assumption that only governmental actions can be proscribed by
 the Constitution.

 The intent and state action rules are especially important to women as a
 group because of the requirement that they be met in discrimination cases.
 Feeney, for example, was, in the view of a majority of the U.S. Supreme
 Court, fundamentally about whether the state of Massachusetts, in its adop-
 tion of its veterans' preference policy, intended to harm women. Feminist
 jurisprudence, in contrast with the orientation of a majority of the Supreme
 Court's justices, would ask whether the subordination of a disadvantaged
 group has been perpetuated by the state's policy. If a harm has been inflicted,
 it should be remedied by those with the power to do so, no matter the intent
 of the policy (but see Sherry, 1986 : 604-5).

 The responsibility to prevent harm to others and to remedy the harm
 one causes, the basis on which feminist jurisprudence rejects the intent
 rule, would, similarly, have great consequence for affirmative action pol-
 icies. In rejecting the significance of governmental motivation, feminist ju-
 risprudence would judge the extent to which governments were in compli-
 ance with the equal protection clause by the consequences of their actions.
 The power of the state to adopt affirmative action programs or the power
 of the judiciary to order such programs in order to remedy discrimination
 would be based on the outcomes of previous selection processes employed
 by the state and not on the presence of nefarious motives. The duty of
 care, documented by Gilligan as central to women's outlook, would also
 support affirmative action programs themselves against the claim that they
 are discriminatory. All that affirmative action condones is the principle that
 governments (or, by extension, private employers covered by Title VII of the
 1964 Civil Rights Act) have a responsibility for the impacts of their actions.
 Affirmative action programs are premised on only the principle that the
 states must employ criteria for selection (for employees, students, and so
 on) that are not unnecessarily biased in their results with respect to includ-
 ing women and minorities. Similarly, the argument for a constitutionally
 mandated adoption of "comparable worth" or "pay equity" stems from a
 duty of care, an obligation not to exploit, despite the states' defense that
 their salary practices only mimic "prevailing wage" salary practices in the
 private sector.

 In sum, affirmative action is itself dictated by a feminist view of Equal
 Protection, a view that obligates government to take care for the needs of
 women as a group and not to employ selection schemes that unduly restrict
 the full participation of women in society. It is, thus, not only because an
 obstacle to lessening the subordination of women is removed by rejection of
 the intent rule that such a position is embraced by feminism, but as well
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 because the intent rule, in any area of constitutional interpretation, is fun-
 damentally about official shirking of a duty of care, a duty rudimentary to
 women's experience.
 The state action requirement is, in feminist analysis, intrinsically linked

 to the intent rule, and, when appended to the liberal definition of rights as
 immunities from governmental action, these principles combine to make
 government seem far less significant to communal life than it is or should be
 deemed to be. In combination, they reinforce the proposition that govern-
 ment is responsible for only its intentional acts that contravene the Consti-
 tution (and only when it has entered an area of immunity from regulation).
 If, as a feminist analysis would suggest, there is a duty of care for the web
 of relationships that make a community, government would be accountable
 not only for the consequences of its actions but as well for the actions (or
 inactions) of nongovernmental actors which the government has a respon-
 sibility to prevent (or require).
 While the state action requirement of traditional constitutional law has

 on occasion in the past been minimized by a finding of state responsibility
 for private activity (see, e.g., Shelley v. Kraemer, 1948; Burton v. Wilming-
 ton Parking Authority , 1961; Lombard v. Louisiana , 1963; Reitman v.
 Mulkey, 1967), it must be noted that in these cases the Court found that
 governmental actors were in some sense actually involved in the private acts
 in question. In a feminist analysis, the question would not be whether a
 governmental actor was in some manner involved in private acts depriving
 individuals of rights under the Constitution. The question would be either
 whether the government ought to be held accountable for a deprivation of
 rights it did not perpetrate but could have prevented through appropriate
 public policy or whether we should hold powerful nongovernmental actors
 subject directly to the constraints of the Constitution.
 I have argued previously for the principle that powerful private actors in

 some circumstances ought to be treated as if they are government with re-
 spect to safeguarding of constitutional rights (Binion, 1987 : 255-56). While
 I did not at the time identify this as feminist jurisprudence, it is, on reflec-
 tion, very much associated with such principles. It speaks to how we justify
 what may be intuitive notions of justice (Karst, 1984:501). If justice must
 be constructed out of experience, and not from abstract principle such as
 contractarianism, then there must be some reason why we structured our
 Constitution to limit governmental power in particular ways. Fear of op-
 pressive authority is the most common explanation for constitutionalism
 generically. If so, then why not extend these constitutional limitations on
 power to other nongovernmental actors whose potential for oppressive au-
 thority (as parents, spouses, employers, air polluters, and so forth) is as
 great as that usually attributed to government and as dangerous to us in
 their consequences? This not only speaks to why we, as a society, want to
 control governmental authority, but also to the principle that we value
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 rights not just in the negative (that is, "thou shalt nots" for government) but
 more importantly for the positive benefits that accrue to society from their
 respect and exercise.

 Freedom of speech provides a useful model in support of the "positive
 benefits" approach to rights. Freedom of communications is important
 not just because, in a democracy, we want to prevent government from
 silencing criticism and perpetuating its authority, but also because better
 citizens and more developed human beings result when communications
 are open and robust. Enhanced relationships with each other and more de-
 veloped levels of scientific, social, literary, political, and artistic discourse
 are also important justifications for First Amendment freedoms. Under a
 feminist value system these would be seen as important reasons to encour-
 age the actual exercise of the freedoms protected by the First Amendment.
 If this be the case, then one would not only want to hold the government
 accountable for unintentional infringements on the freedom of communi-
 cation; one would also want to require that government do whatever it can
 to promote openness and diversity within communications, even if this
 means, in effect, forcing nongovernmental actors to respect constitutional
 rights.7 From feminist analysis, posited on a rejection of abstractions as ex-
 planatory of constitutional rights, committed to the duty of care for the
 needs of others, and concerned about the web of relationships that defines
 human life, readily flows the principles that liberty is more than an immu-
 nity from government, governments are responsible for the consequences of
 their actions, and private parties may effectively undermine values embed-
 ded in our Constitution.

 The Nature of Community. Gilligan's pathbreaking work demonstrated
 that women are acutely aware of themselves as part of a network of rela-
 tionships. Where men are oriented toward the distinction between them-
 selves and "other," seeing themselves as largely in an adversarial stance
 vis-à-vis others around them, women are sensitive to the web of human
 interactions in which the social fabric must be nurtured and reinforced.

 Whereas men learn to value advantage, women are taught to internalize the
 needs of others.8 MacKinnon ("Feminist Discourse," 1985 : 74) has argued
 that we must be especially careful not to glorify or romanticize the quality

 7 Furthering this goal is the FCC's statutorily mandated preference for racial/gender diversity
 in the licensing of radio and television stations, which was upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court
 in Metro Broadcasting v. F.C.C. (1990). Similarly suggested here is the obligation of the same
 agency to require of all broadcasters that they offer broad opportunities for public access to
 the airwaves. While access requirements are seen by some as censorship, therefore as an uncon-
 stitutional exercise of governmental authority under the First Amendment, I believe that access,
 which expands our right to hear, is the antithesis of censorship.

 8 Although Gilligan did not characterize the "different voice" of women as a product of
 differential experience and socialization, it is probably not an unreasonable conclusion, espe-
 cially given the nature of the research she cited and the explanations she provided for the
 findings. In no sense did she argue from biological determinism.
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 of women as caring, because this represents the need of the oppressed to be
 desirable to the oppressor. In MacKinnon's view, women are caring because
 it is for only this quality that we are valued by men. Despite this controver-
 sial admonition, it might be suggested that, whatever may be the source of
 women's ethos and values, the fact that women appear to value the web of
 relationships more than men do does have implications for the ways in
 which we might interpret constitutional law.9
 Having suggested that the integration of the experience and values of

 women into our constitutional jurisprudence would necessitate more atten-
 tion to the societal web of relationships, I would, nevertheless, caution that
 the kind of communitarianism that emerges from Gilligan's data is not that
 of a community of believers nor a communitarianism of governmental re-
 pression. In Sherry's application of Gilligan's concept of the "feminine voice"
 to Justice O'Connor's constitutional jurisprudence, she concluded that "the
 community is more important than individual rights" (Sherry, 1986:604).
 This conclusion was reached, erroneously, I would argue, in analyzing
 O'Connor's votes against criminal defendants in procedural due process
 cases. Sherry observed that "feminine jurisprudence" supports the position
 that a limitation on procedural rights will minimize crime in the community
 and is, therefore, justified in the interest of community. But the communi-
 tarian principle involved in a web of relationships is not an endorsement of
 hierarchical state power; its attention is rather to responsibility for the con-
 sequences of private and public actions for our personal interrelatedness. Ex-
 ponents of the communitarianism that would preempt reproductive choice
 or reintroduce prayer in the public schools because an intense segment of
 the community believes that its values are being disrespected 10 cannot claim
 support from feminist jurisprudence for these crusades.
 The jurisprudence which emerges from women's experience, an experi-

 ence of relative powerlessness, is, to the contrary, uniquely sensitive to in-
 equalities of power and to the repression, and lack of tolerance for diversity,
 that that has entailed. Indeed, as suggested by Zillah Eisenstein, women
 value social and legal respect for diversity because women are, as a group,
 the "other" (Eisenstein, 1988:9). Because we have been falsely defined as
 homogeneous when we all share only our distinction from men, the heart
 of feminism is the freedom of women to be different from each other. Re-

 9 Also implied by MacKinnon, though doubtless unintended, is the assumption that the male
 orientation toward the world is perhaps natural and that women would lose the necessity to
 be caring and connected when male oppression is lifted. Just as useful as a hypothesis is that
 women would remain as we are, and male orientations, premised on the role of oppressor,
 would change with the end of male hegemony. (See, Kohn, 1990.)
 10 A considerable weakness of communitarian thought is the easy identity it assumes between

 the community and the state. The former represents a sense of belonging, involving, inter alia ,
 families, friends, co-workers, social organizations, and religious congregations. The juridical
 unit of the state does not necessarily correspond to these not entirely geographical concepts of
 community.
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 pression of individuation, characteristic of a statist concept of community,
 is for feminism a distortion of community, a corruption of connectedness.
 SSQ
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